Deliver greater value and
accelerate growth with
IBM partnerships
The epicenter of partnership
ecosystem for our clients

IBM

Cloud,
AI, Digital
Reinvention

Adobe
Customer experience

Salesforce
Service and sales

Apple
Employee experience

Samsung
5G and IoT

AWS
Cloud optimization
and security

SAP
Enterprise
processes

Cisco Systems
Infrastructure
and cloud

Workday
Finance and HR
reinvention

Microsoft
Modernization and
management

IBM and Adobe
partnership

For over 20 years,
IBM has been one
of Adobe’s exclusive
technology and
services partners

Accelerate customer experiences within
any hybrid cloud environment.

Service expertise to
personalize and scale
customer experience

IBM and Apple
partnership

Industry-driven
development services
with IBM mobility
for iOS

IBMers certified
on AWS

5,300+

engagements with
more than 400
apps deployed

joint customer
engagements in
hybrid-multicloud and
the edge, data centers
and networking and
IBM Services

8,000

IBM Security for
AWS pracitcioners

Microsoft Azure
certifications

Global network of
industry experts and
professionals: IBM is a
Cisco certified Global
Gold partner

Salesforce
certifications and
more than 150
industry accelerators

30

year partnership
Microsoft Gold Partner

IBM Consulting
combines the scale of
IBM with unmatched
expertise of Salesforce

IBM and Samsung
partnership

5G allows faster access
to data, making it
possible to run AI
on cloud

consultants, 6,500+
implementations and
200+ client references:
unrivaled SAP
experience

Defense-grade secure
data transmission
to and from the
IBM Cloud

Workday
certifications

Pre-integrated and
pretested solutions
designed to seamlessly
scale open source
technology

4,600

dedicated Microsoft
technicians

30

global delivery centers
55 languages,
24/7 coverage

A new level of customer engagement across
sales, service, marketing and more.

Insights from IBM
Watson and Salesforce
Einstein enable faster,
smarter decisions
across your business

IBM leads with
experience from our
own transformation
on the Salesforce
Customer 360 platform

Customized mobile and
IoT devices, including
wearables and VR

Make your digital reinvention a reality
and bring intelligence to your enterprise.

280+

SAP S/4 HANA
go-lives

IBM and Workday
partnership

2,800+

IBM AWS Industry
Consulting on
Government,
Industrial, Travel
& Transportation,
Telecomm, Financial
Services and Retail

Samsung’s 5G portfolio and fit-for-purpose devices
combine defense-grade security with IBM advances
in hybrid cloud, AI and digital transformation to help
redefine mobility for smarter business.

IBM and SAP
partnership

38,000+

IBM AWS
competencies
in: DevOps, SAP,
migration, security,
data and analytics

IBM specializes in helping clients tailor their
secure hybrid multi-cloud journey to Microsoft
Azure, including application development,
migration, modernization and management to help
clients leverage the full potential of Microsoft built
from our 30-year partnership with Microsoft.

IBM and Salesforce
partnership

8,000+

Accelerated
development with
IBM Cloud™ Developer
Console for Apple

More than a century of shaping the IT industry
with innovative technology, industry expertise
and security.

IBM and Microsoft
partnership

10,000

Integrated cloud AI
and on-device machine
learning (ML) with
IBM Watson Services
for Core ML

IBM helps customers move existing workflows
to the AWS Cloud, develop cloud native apps and
optimize their existing AWS cloud environment.
IBM’s expertise in security, data and AI, enterprise
scalability and open innovation with RedHat®
OpenShift® helps clients migrate quickly and
seamlessly to the AWS Cloud.

IBM and Cisco

20,000

Certified support for
Adobe Experience
Manager with the
financial services
public cloud from IBM®

iOS apps for IBM, lifecycle management,
augmented reality and IBM® Watson® on mobile
devices through Apple’s Core ML deliver large-scale
digital reinvention.

IBM and AWS
partnership

7,500

Run Adobe Experience
Manager on Red Hat®
OpenShift®

Widest range of
on-premises, hybrid
and multi-cloud
deployment options
across your business

IBM has global expertise, cognitive solutions and
experience as a Workday customer. In addition,
IBM Design Thinking methods create tools
and methodologies that helpyour HR and
finance reinvention.

445+

Workday
clients

Learn more about the cross-brand
capabilities of IBM Strategic
Partnerships and Alliances.
Learn more
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140+

IBM Workday
Continuum
post-production
services clients

Workday HR AI
Assistant with Watson
is an HR chatbot

